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Consolation From A 'Friend'
 
You are not alone;
(even though that is how you seem to be.) 
Some will notice you, the others won't;
(‘cause I’m invisible and you’re with me.) 
 
I am empty; I’m like the echo of a crowded town.
I’m affectionless; I dry illusions and put your hopes all down.
 
You are not alone;
(even though that is how you seem to be.) 
Some  notice you, the others don’t,
(‘cause I’m invisible and you’re with me.) 
 
You are with me; we’re like an invisible and spoiled presence.
We aren’t really empty; we are just desert, lonely, and full of absence.
 
You are not alone;
(even though that is how you seem to be.) 
Some notice you, the others don’t,
(‘cause I’m invisible and you’re with me.) 
 
We are together; I’m the company that you can’t see.
Won’t be there forever; just until you manage not to be with me...
                                                                                                     Loneliness.
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Earth Day Haiku
 
Earth; your living place.
Be smart, act and keep it safe;
now that you have chance
 
Take care of the earth
using the rule of the r's
Re- duce, cycle, use
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Emotions Thrown Out The Window
 
Open the window to open my mind,
letting the anger and fears from me to be taken out.
Drive me to a fantasy journey that drags me back on time,
and allow the sound of the air to be what accompanies the echo of an alleviation
shout.
 
Open the window and let the air in,
and let me hear it blowing to satisfy my soul.
Fill me up with something
and satiate this heart's whole.
 
Open the window; let me fell free
don't stop me from flying on my own world.
Open the window and let me be free to be me
and then start over for my life to be twirled.
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Stop
 
Soldiers are dying
Don't let more young people die
Stop war in iraq...
 
(this is not a big poem but it says a lot. people think that teenagers like me don't
care about the stuff going on in this world but they are wrong there is a lot of us
that care about many things other than having fun!)
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The Farol Of Your Destination
 
'Don't ever let the farol of your heart fade due to the blindness of your
satisfied sight...'
 
That shiny light from the farol lightens up the way to your destination
planned by the lord &#9829;
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